Impaired DNA replication derepresses chromatin and generates a transgenerationally inherited epigenetic memory
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Impaired DNA replication is a hallmark of cancer and a cause of genomic instability. We report that, in addition to causing genetic change, impaired DNA replication during embryonic development can have major epigenetic consequences for a genome. In a genome-wide screen, we identified impaired DNA replication as a cause of increased expression from a repressed transgene in Caenorhabditis elegans. The acquired expression state behaved as an "epiallele," being inherited for multiple generations before fully resetting. Derepression was not restricted to the transgene but was caused by a global reduction in heterochromatin-associated histone modifications due to the impaired retention of modified histones on DNA during replication in the early embryo. Impaired DNA replication during development can therefore globally derepress chromatin, creating new inter-generationally inherited epigenetic expression states.

INTRODUCTION

Multicopy transgene arrays are subject to epigenetic repression in the Caenorhabditis elegans germ line by the polycistronic repressive complex 2 (PRC2) (1) and additional chromatin- and small RNA–related pathways (2–4). In C. elegans, modified histones and small RNAs are transmitted across generations (5, 6), acting as carriers of epigenetic information (7–10). In addition to germline silencing, multicopy transgene arrays also show variation in their somatic expression level, which, at least in some cases, can be epigenetically inherited between generations (11, 12).

RESULTS

To identify regulators of the heritable somatic repression of a daf-21::mCherry multicopy transgene array, we performed a genome-wide RNA interference (RNAi) screen (Fig. 1A). First-stage larval animals were fed in 96-well plates with bacteria expressing double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) targeting ~17,000 protein-coding genes, and expression from the array was scored in the adult worms of the same generation and in their larval progeny. Multiple RNAi clones that increased expression from the transgene targeted core components of the DNA replication machinery: DNA polymerase epsilon (pole-1 or pole-2), the polymerase α-primase complex (div-1, pri-2, or Y47D3A.29/POLAI), replication factor C (rfc-1 or rfc-3), and replication protein A (rpa-2) (Fig. 1B, fig. S1, and table S1). The core replication machinery is mostly encoded by essential genes, but we could confirm the RNAi phenotypes using a hypomorphic allele (or148), of the gene encoding the B subunit of DNA polymerase α-primase, div-1 (fig. S2) (13). This allele is a point mutation that causes delayed embryonic division due to prolonged S phase at 20°C and lethality at 25°C (13).

In C. elegans, the early stages of embryonic development are under maternal control (14). To test whether impaired DNA replication during embryonic development is sufficient to derepress the array, we crossed male animals carrying a daf-21p::GFP multicopy array to hermaphrodites carrying the div-1 mutation (Fig. 1C). In this way, the array is delivered from a wild-type (wt) father into an egg produced by mutant div-1 mothers, that is, containing mutant maternal div-1 mRNA and DIV-1 protein. Expression in the resulting progeny was strongly up-regulated from the onset of zygotic transcription (Fig. 1, D to F). In contrast, crossing mutant div-1 fathers to wt hermaphrodites carrying the array did not result in array derepression (fig. S3). Thus, impaired DNA replication during very early embryonic development results in increased expression from the start of zygotic transcription.

As in mammals, repressed chromatin in C. elegans is associated with specific histone modifications: trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 27 (H3K27me3) and di- and trimethylation of H3 lysine 9 (H3K9me2/3) (15). In C. elegans, addition of H3K27me3 is catalyzed by the PRC2 (MES-2/3/6) complex (16). Inactivation of mes-2 (Fig. 2, A and B) strongly increased expression from the transgene array. Similarly, inactivation of MET-2, a putative histone methyltransferase required for mono- and dimethylation of H3K9 (3, 17), also strongly increased expression from the array (Fig. 2, A and B), as did inactivation of the putative H3K9me3 methyltransferase SET-25 (Fig. 2, A and B) (3). The very strong reduction in H3K9 methylation in a met-2;set-25 double mutant (3, 18) increased expression more than either single mutant (Fig. 2, A and B), and expression was highest in animals lacking H3K27me3 and H3K9me1/2/3 (mes-2;met-2;set-25 triple mutants; Fig. 2, A and B), consistent with multiple repressive pathways being partially redundant involved in repression of the array.

We tested the effects of impaired DNA replication in embryos lacking these histone modifications alone and in combination. Impaired replication still resulted in a strong increase in expression in animals lacking H3K27me3 (Fig. 2, C and D), indicating that the effects of impaired replication are not simply due to altered inclusion of this modification. Similarly, the array was still strongly up-regulated when replication was impaired in animals lacking all H3K9 methylation
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Impaired DNA replication during embryonic development derepresses a transgene array. (A) Genome-wide RNAi screen to identify repressors of expression from a multicopy transgene array. (B) Expression of the daf-21p:mCherry transgene in F1 progeny when the indicated genes are inhibited by RNAi. (C) Male worms carrying a daf-21p::GFP multicopy transgene were crossed to wt or div-1(or148) mutant hermaphrodites. (D) to (F) Expression was quantified in F1 embryos by time-lapse microscopy. Quantification in (F) is at t = 300, indicated by the dashed line in (E) [6.2-fold difference, P = 1.4 × 10^-66; two-sided t test; n = 33 and 42 for progeny of wt and div-1 hermaphrodites, respectively]. Crossing male div-1 animals to hermaphrodites carrying the daf-21p::mCherry did not result in an elevated transgene expression in the progeny (fig. S3), demonstrating that div-1(or148) heterozygosity in the progeny does not affect transgene expression during embryogenesis. Effects on additional transgenes are summarized in table S4.

(Fig. 2, C and D). Thus, the impact of impaired DNA replication cannot be due to alterations in just one of these repressive chromatin pathways. In contrast, the impact of impaired replication was strongly reduced in animals lacking both H3K27me3 and H3K9me1/2/3 (Fig. 2, C and D). This is not due to RNAi insensitivity or any saturation effect because inhibition of the chaperone HSP-1, which triggers a stress response and drives expression through the daf-21 promoter, still strongly increased expression from the array (Fig. 2, C and D). Increased expression from the array after pole-2(RNAi) treatment was also partially suppressed in mes-2;met-2;set-25 triple-mutant animals (Fig. S4). This is consistent with impaired replication altering expression from the array by interfering with repression by multiple histone modifications (H3K27me3 and H3K9me1/2/3). In the absence of these modifications, impaired replication has a reduced effect on expression.

To characterize how the chromatin marks of the array are altered when replication is impaired, we first used chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) to compare the levels of H3K27me3 in wt animals and in div-1 mutants. H3K27me3 was reduced on the array in animals with impaired replication (~3- and ~4-fold in the gene body and the promoter, respectively) (P < 0.01) (fig. S5). Impaired replication therefore interferes with the maintenance of H3K27me3 on the array. However, H3K27me3 levels changed similarly on four additional regions of the genome (fig. S5), indicating that the alterations to chromatin are not restricted to the high-copy array.
To investigate this further, we quantified the global levels of H3K27me3 in wt and div-1 chromatin from embryonic nuclei using immunofluorescence. Consistent with the ChIP results, H3K27me3 levels were globally reduced in the nuclei of early div-1 mutant embryos (Fig. 3A; 1.35-fold, \( P = 0.022 \)). We used the same technique to quantify the levels of H3K9me3 and found that they were also globally depleted in the chromatin of div-1 embryos (Fig. 3B; 1.4-fold, \( P = 0.025 \)). In contrast, the levels of a transcription activation--associated histone modification, H3K4me3, were increased in the div-1 embryos (Fig. 3C; 1.4-fold, \( P = 0.0055 \)). All the embryos quantified were from the 2- to 10-cell stage, which is before the onset of major zygotic transcription, indicating that the changes in chromatin are not a secondary consequence of any changes in transcription. We also observed similar changes in late-stage div-1(RNAi) embryos (fig. S6), indicating that the changes in chromatin are maintained after the onset of transcription and during development. Depleting pole-2 confirmed the results obtained with div-1(RNAi) (fig. S7). The globally reduced levels of H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 were also confirmed by Western blotting (Fig. 3D and fig. S8). Impaired DNA replication therefore globally alters the histone modification levels in chromatin, including those before the onset of widespread zygotic transcription (19).

To test whether loci other than the transgene array also have altered expression when replication is impaired, we sequenced RNA from wt and div-1 L1 stage larvae. Consistent with the response of the transgene array, many more genes had increased compared to decreased expression in the div-1 mutants [493 up-regulated genes versus 9 down-regulated genes at a false discovery rate (FDR) of \(<0.05\)].

To relate changes in expression to the normal chromatin state of each gene, we used data from the modENCODE consortium (15). Consistent with the response of the array, this revealed widespread up-regulation of genes with normally repressed chromatin states (Fig. 4). This derepression was observed for genes normally characterized by states defined by either high H3K9me2/3 or high H3K27me3 (Fig. 4). In contrast, genes without repressive chromatin states (15) in wt animals were not up-regulated as a group in div-1 mutants (Fig. 4). Together, these results show that impaired DNA replication during early development has a major impact on chromatin and gene expression, globally reducing the levels of repressive histone modifications and causing widespread up-regulation of heterochromatic genes in the resulting animals.

A recent study demonstrated that paternal histones marked with H3K27me3 are transmitted from C. elegans sperm chromatin to the zygote (5). These paternally inherited histones marked with H3K27me3 are then recycled during replication and deposited on the two daughter DNA strands during each of the early embryonic divisions, even in the absence of a functional PRC2 complex (5). We hypothesized that the loss of heterochromatin-associated histone marks might result from reduced retention of heterochromatic histones on the genome during the embryonic cell divisions. To test this, we quantified the decay of paternally inherited histones marked with H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 during the early embryonic cell divisions therefore quantifies the extent to which they are successfully transmitted to and retained on the DNA daughter strands during each replication cycle. Compared to in control embryos, the decay of H3K27me3-modified histones during the early cell cycles was accelerated in div-1(RNAi) animals (Fig. 5, B and C). Thus, impaired DNA replication induces the loss of H3K27me3 by
Fig. 3. Impaired DNA replication globally alters histone modifications. (A to C) Representative images and quantification of histone modification levels in wt and div-1 embryos derived from self-fertilizing hermaphrodites. Average of each embryo after subtracting the background is plotted. Fold change relative to wt and P values (two-sided t test) is indicated for each comparison. DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. Scale bars, 50 μm. (D) Western blot analysis showing H3K27me3 and total H3. Samples are three biological replicates from synchronized wt and div-1(or148) L1s from hermaphrodite parents. Quantification is shown on the right (means + SD; two-sided t test). Antibodies used here were validated by us and others (5, 12).
impairing the retention of modified histones on the genome during the replication cycles of the early embryo. However, it is important to note that this assay does not exclude the possibility that impaired replication may also interfere with histone methyltransferase activity.

An important question in epigenetics is the extent to which acquired epigenetic states are transmitted between generations (20). We therefore tested what happens to the expression from the derepressed transgene array after normal DNA replication is restored. If the epigenetic state of the locus is not transmitted between generations, then restoration of normal DNA replication would result in the reestablishment of repression. In contrast, if the derepressed state is transmitted from parent to offspring, then expression would remain high in subsequent generations with normal replication.

To distinguish between these possibilities, we crossed wt males to div-1(or148) hermaphrodites (both carrying the daf-21p::mCherry transgene) and measured mCherry expression in the wt descendants for multiple generations (Fig. 6A). We found that the expression from the array was elevated for five generations after returning to the situation in which both animals and their parents had a wt div-1 genotype (Fig. 6B). Moreover, introducing the div-1(or148) mutation for a single generation before outcrossing was sufficient to induce transgenerationally

**Fig. 4.** Impaired DNA replication globally derepresses chromatin. Fold change in expression of genes mapping to different modENCODE chromatin states between div-1 and wt L1 larvae. The number of genes assigned to each state is indicated.

**Fig. 5.** Impaired replication interferes with the inheritance of H3K27me3-modified paternal histones. (A) Wt males were crossed to mes-2 mutant mothers either on control or div-1(RNAi) plates. Gravid worms were transferred to polylysine slides, gently squashed with a coverslip to allow embryos to extrude, and stained for H3K27me3. Images show H3K27me3 fluorescence (DAPI). **A**: (H3K27me3) RNAi: Control RNAi plates x wt (H3K27me3) plates. **B**: Representative images of two-, four-, and eight-cell embryos from both groups stained with DAPI and an anti-H3K27me3 antibody. Scale bars, 50 μm. **C**: Quantification of the H3K27me3 signal originating from the paternally deposited histones. Embryos were grouped according to the developmental stage, and a one-phase decay exponential curve was fitted through the data using Prism software. Decay rate constants for each curve are plotted in the inset. P values were calculated by two-sided t test. Sample size: control 1 (2 to 3, n = 19; 4 to 5, n = 15; 6 to 8, n = 10; 9 to 12, n = 8; 13 to 16, n = 7), control 2 (2 to 3, n = 21; 4 to 5, n = 11; 6 to 8, n = 11; 9 to 12, n = 10; 13 to 16, n = 7), control 3 (2 to 3, n = 16; 4 to 5, n = 17; 6 to 8, n = 17; 9 to 12, n = 2; 13 to 16, n = 1), div-1 1 (2 to 3, n = 16; 4 to 5, n = 23; 6 to 8, n = 15; 9 to 12, n = 9; 13 to 16, n = 5), div-1 2 (2 to 3, n = 36; 4 to 5, n = 27; 6 to 8, n = 16; 9 to 12, n = 22; 13 to 16, n = 5), div-1 3 (2 to 3, n = 28; 4 to 5, n = 22; 6 to 8, n = 10; 9 to 12, n = 4; 13 to 16, n = 1). Bars indicate SD, and the middle dots indicate the means. **D**: Summary of the result of the experiment. Impaired DNA replication resulting from div-1 knockdown interferes with efficient transmission of H3K27me3 histones to daughter nuclei.
inherited elevated expression (fig. S9). Thus, impaired DNA replication derepresses the transgene array, and this derepression takes multiple generations to completely reset after normal replication is restored. The return of the transgene expression to the basal level further demonstrates that the effect is epigenetic and not caused by genetic changes.

**DISCUSSION**

Together, our results show that impaired DNA replication can have a major and directional epigenetic impact on a genome, resulting in a global loss of heterochromatic histone modifications, increased levels of euchromatic modifications, and increased expression from many normally heterochromatic genes. The mechanism underlying this is likely to be the impaired retention of modified histones on DNA during the early embryonic DNA replication cycles, as we have demonstrated for H3K27me3 (Fig. 7). Moreover, we have shown that the acquired expression changes following replication impairment can behave as “epialleles,” persisting for multiple generations before resetting (Fig. 7). The contribution of the individual histone marks affected by the perturbed replication to the process of inheritance remains to be investigated. The observation that inhibiting several epigenetic regulators also generates multigeneration changes in gene expression and phenotypes in *C. elegans* suggests that perturbed chromatin states may frequently be transmitted between generations in this species (8, 12, 21). Transient overexpression of a histone demethylase during mouse sperm development leads to reduced survival and developmental abnormalities for three subsequent generations (22), suggesting that similar phenomena might occur in mammals.

Impaired replication is common in tumor cells (23) and also occurs during in vitro epigenetic reprogramming (24). Stalled replication forks can result in epigenetic alterations in chicken cells when repair pathways are inactivated (25), and persistent replication stress in *Drosophila* can generate polycomb-like phenotypes (26). In yeast, impaired DNA polymerase function (27) and deoxynucleotide triphosphate supply (28) can also have epigenetic consequences, and replication stress in mammalian cells alters the modifications detected on the pool of histones bound to the histone chaperone Asf1 (29). In future work, it will therefore be important to investigate the extent to which the rapid divisions and impaired cell cycle checkpoints (30–32) of early embryonic cells make their chromatin particularly vulnerable to impaired DNA replication, resulting...
in the global and directional changes in chromatin reported here. Moreover, it will be important to directly test the extent to which new epigenetic states in other species are transmitted through cell divisions and across generations, particularly given the limited transmission of modified histones to early embryos in mammals (33). Finally, we note that tumor cells also normally have impaired cell cycle checkpoints, suggesting that impaired DNA replication not only may be a driver of genomic instability but also perhaps may be a causal and directional driver of epigenetic alterations in cancer (34).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Worm strains and culture conditions**

All *C. elegans* strains used in this study are listed in table S2. Bristol N2 strain was used as the wt, and all other strains used were derived from it. Worms were cultured using standard conditions using NGM (nematode growth media) plates seeded with *Escherichia coli* OP-50 strain and grown at 20°C, including the *div-1* (or148) mutant strain, which is temperature-sensitive and exhibits 100% embryonic lethality at 25°C. The *daf-21p:mCherry* transgenic strain was generated by bombardment in an unc-119(ed3) background (35).

**Genome-wide RNAi screen**

The screen was carried out in high-throughput liquid feeding format in 96-well plates (36) using the Ahringer RNAi library (37). For the screen, a large number of embryos were harvested by bleaching, and the worms were hatched overnight in M9 to acquire a population of synchronized L1s. In the feeding plates, every well contained culture of one transformed worm strain. The worms were allowed to grow until L0 to feed on bacteria. For the experiment in Fig. 2, the RNAi bacteria were spotted on NGM OP-50 plates containing Amp and IPTG (38). Synchronized L4 worms were then transferred from OP50 plates and grown at 20°C for 24 hours. The F1 embryos were extracted from gravid animals through hypochlorite treatment and allowed to hatch overnight in M9 buffer. Successfully hatched L1 animals were examined for expression of mCherry. For the *mes-2* and *met-2;mes-2*;*set-25* mutants, P0 worms showing a clear uncoordinated phenotype (hence homozygous for *mes-2* mutation) were picked to ensure the correct genotype of the mothers.

**Additional RNAi experiments**

The control RNAi strain used for all experiments produces dsRNA that does not map to any new sequence of the genome (Y9588A; 84.g). For the experiment in Fig. 2, the RNAi bacteria were spotted on NGM plates containing Amp and IPTG (38). Synchronized L4 worms were then transferred from OP50 plates and grown at 20°C for 24 hours. The F1 embryos were extracted from gravid animals through hypochlorite treatment and allowed to hatch overnight in M9 buffer. Successfully hatched L1 animals were examined for expression of mCherry. For the *mes-2* and *met-2;mes-2*;*set-25* mutants, P0 worms showing a clear uncoordinated phenotype (hence homozygous for *mes-2* mutation) were picked to ensure the correct genotype of the mothers. *hsp-1* RNAi bacteria were diluted with three parts of control RNAi strain for one part of *hsp-1* RNAi to reduce the severity of the phenotype and allow examination of expression in F1 progeny.

**Time-lapse microscopy and expression quantification**

When the goal was to analyze the progeny after the cross, the crosses were carried out at 20°C by picking about one male per hermaphrodite (L4 larvae). After 24 hours, for each cross, 60 fertilized hermaphrodites were transferred to a well of concave glass slide containing 50 μl of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The embryos were released by cutting the worms with surgical needles. The embryos were washed briefly with an equal volume of 5% hypochlorite solution followed by four rounds of washing with 2 volumes of PBS. Four-cell stage were collected with a mouth pipette, washed twice in 200 μl of PBS and transferred to the 96-well plates (optical bottom; Nunc) with 100 μl of PBS. The embryos were carefully moved with an eyelash pick to the center of the field view and imaged with a Leica DMi6000 B microscope. The two biological samples were processed in parallel, each on a separate slide. The selection of staged embryos was done within 5 min for each sample to ensure the synchrony of the embryos. For time lapse, the images were taken with a 10× objective every 10 min for 16 hours in bright field and green (green fluorescent protein) channels. The images were analyzed with Image) where the embryos were first selected in bright field, and the selection was transferred to the fluorescent images, from where the level of expression was quantified. For each embryo, a background area was selected from close proximity to which the intensity ("integrated intensity" in image) was then normalized. The same process was carried out for all the time points, giving a transgene expression intensity curve that was visualized with R (version 2.15.3). All subsequent analysis was carried out with R.

**ChIP–quantitative polymerase chain reaction**

Synchronized worms were grown on OP50 feeding plates to obtain gravid adults (about 65 to 70 hours after L1) that were collected in M9. The samples were fixed in 1.5% formaldehyde at room temperature for 30 min and quenched with 0.25 M glycine at room temperature for 15 min. The samples were washed twice with M9 and once with FA buffer [50 mM Hapes-KOH (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, and 150 mM NaCl] with protease inhibitors (Mini EDTA-free, Roche Complete). The worm pellet was snap-frozen, and FA buffer (+ protease inhibitors) was added to the samples and sonicated using the Bioruptor Sonication System Diagenode version 1.1, at 4°C for 20 cycles (high power, 30 s on + 30 s off) to achieve chromatin fragment sizes of 200 to 600 base pairs (bp) and was centrifuged for 25 min at 4°C, 13,000 rpm. Protein (0.1 mg) was added into the primary antibody reaction in FA buffer (+ protease inhibitors) up to 500 μl with 2 μl of H3K27me3 (Millipore 07-449) antibody. From each experiment, 1% of the volume was stored as an input control at −20°C before adding the antibody. The first antibody reaction was rotated at 4°C overnight. The next day, 30 μl of unblocked protein A beads (Diagenode catalog no. kcb-503-880) was washed with 500 μl of FA buffer. The chromatin/first antibody mix was added to the beads, followed by 2-hour rotation at 4°C. The beads were washed thrice with 1 ml of low-salt buffer [50 mM Hapes-KOH (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100] and once with 1 ml of high-salt buffer [50 mM Hapes-KOH (pH 7.5), 500 mM NaCl, and 1% Triton X-100]. All centrifugations were carried out for 3 min at 4°C at 3000 rpm. After the last wash, the beads were left to dry, and the samples were eluted along with the input samples in 100 μl of fresh elution buffer.
(1% SDS with 0.1 M NaHCO₃) for 3 hours at 65°C at 1100 rpm. The beads were centrifuged at 3000 rpm, the supernatant was purified with QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (#28104), and the samples were eluted in 200 µl of polymerase chain reaction (PCR)–grade water. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) reactions were run in LightCycler 480 Multi-well Plate 384, each well containing 2 µl of the sample, 5 µl of the 2× LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I Master Mix, and 1 µM of reverse and forward primers.

From the qPCR analysis, the cycle threshold was first normalized to the input and with the ΔΔ method (39), and the percent input was calculated. For each antibody, this value was then normalized to the percent input value of H3 total histone. For each biological replicate, two technical replicates were analyzed.

**Immunofluorescence**

Immunofluorescence was performed using a method adapted from the approach of the Seydoux laboratory (40). Gravid worms were picked into 5 µl of M9 on top of a polylysine-coated slide. A coverslip was placed, and the worms were gently squashed to allow embryos to extrude. The embryos were immediately freeze-cracked on liquid nitrogen and fixed with methanol for 10 min, followed by acetone for an additional 10 min. After three washes in PBS containing 0.25% Triton X-100 (PBS-T), slides were blocked in PBS-T with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) before overnight incubation with primary antibody [H3K9me3 (#61013, Active Motif), H3K4me3 (#ab8580, Abcam), or H3K27me3 (#07-449, Millipore]) at 4°C. The slides were then washed with PBS-T and incubated for 2 hours with secondary antibody (Alexa 555, Invitrogen) at room temperature. After three washes in PBS-T, the samples were mounted in Fluoroshield with DAPI mounting medium (Sigma). Images were taken using a Leica DMi6000B microscope. Quantification was performed using ImageJ. Chromatin masks for each nucleus were created using the DAPI channel. Using these masks, histone modification fluorescence for each embryo was measured as the average of all the nuclei in the embryo. For each embryo, a background area with no nuclei was selected to which the intensity was then normalized. Embryo average fluorescence after subtracting the background was plotted. Metaphase nuclei were not taken into account for quantification. Considering only interphase nuclei did not change these results (fig. S10).

**Western blotting**

Synchronized L1 animals were obtained by bleaching gravid adults, followed by three washes and an overnight hatch in M9. Worms were counted, resuspended in sample buffer [2.36% SDS, 9.43% glycerol, 5% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.0945 M tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 0.001% bromophenol blue], snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and sonicated three times for 30 s at 15 W. Samples were then boiled for 2 min and loaded on a precast SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (15%) gel (Invitrogen). Transfer to nitrocellulose membranes was done using iBlot (Thermo Fisher) system. The membranes were incubated with primary antibodies for 1 hour [H3K27me3 (#07-449, Millipore), H3 (ab1791, Abcam), and H3K9me3 (ab8898, Abcam)] and washed six times with PBS-T + BSA, followed by an incubation with horseradish peroxidase–conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody. For Fig. 3, membranes were stripped after exposure to H3K27me3 antibody. Secondary antibody incubation after stripping confirmed that H3K27me3 antibody had been completely removed before probing for total H3 as loading control. Images were taken with Amersham Imager 600, and quantification was performed with ImageJ.

**RNA sequencing**

L1 wt and div-1 larvae were harvested in triplicate, and RNA was extracted using TRIzol and freeze-cracking. Libraries were prepared using TruSeq Stranded mRNA Sample Prep Kit version 3 (reference no. RS-122-2101/2, Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 1 µg of total RNA was used for poly(A)-mRNA selection using streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and was subsequently fragmented to approximately 300 bp. Complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized using reverse transcriptase (SuperScript II, reference no. 18064-014, Invitrogen) and random primers. The second strand of the cDNA incorporated deoxyuridine triphosphate in place of deoxycytidine triphosphate. Double-stranded DNA was further used for library preparation and was subjected to A-tailing and ligation of the barcoded TruSeq adapters. Library amplification was performed by PCR using the primer cocktail supplied in the kit. All purification steps were performed using AMPure XP Beads (reference no. A63880, Beckman Coulter). Final libraries were analyzed using an Agilent DNA 1000 chip to estimate the quantity and to check size distribution and were then quantified by qPCR using the KAPA Library Quantification Kit (reference no. KK4835, Kapa Biosystems) before amplification with Illumina’s cBot. Indexed libraries were loaded at a concentration of 2 pM onto the flow cell (12 pM per lane) and were sequenced 1 × 10 on Illumina’s HiSeq 2000.

Sequence reads were mapped using TopHat2 version 2.1.0 (41), with default parameters against a custom genome consisting of the *C. elegans* genome assembly WS215 from WormBase and the sequence of the transgene vector. Reads aligning to different genomic features were counted using featureCounts version 1.5.0 (42) with the option -s 2 -M --fraction to include multimapping reads and weighting them by number of matches. We used the *C. elegans* genome annotation from Ensembl Release 70. Data scaling, normalization, and tests for differential expression were performed using DESeq2 package version 1.8.1 (43) for R 3.2.0 (R Core Team 2015). Chromatin state segmentation and description were from modENCODE (15) using the early-stage embryo chromatin. Each gene was assigned to all overlapping states.

**Intergenerational inheritance of expression changes**

Male P0 worms homozygous for the *daf-21p::mCherry* array where crossed to P0 hermaphrodites carrying the *daf-21p::mCherry* array in addition to either a wt [denoted as *div-1(+)*] or mutant *div-1(or148)* allele. Expression was quantified in these P0 hermaphrodites. F1 hermaphrodite progeny were picked at the L4 stage to separate plates and allowed to self. After 3 days, single F2 progeny L4 hermaphrodites were transferred to separate wells. Two days later, the adult worms were removed (leaving multiple laid F3 embryos and larvae in the well) and genotyped using PCR (forward primer, gaacggagcacttgggaaga; reverse primer, tgttcgtgggaccaatgaga), followed by 1-hour restriction digest with Bsr GI (New England Biolabs), cutting only the *div-1(or148)* allele product. F3 progeny of F2 worms identified as wt were subsequently followed and analyzed for expression of mCherry for several generations. All worms were picked and handled at a standard dissecting microscope with no fluorescence to avoid any biases. At each generation, mean fluorescence intensity in day-1 adults was used as a readout. We normalized the expression of div-1 descendants to the median expression of descendants of wt worms propagated in parallel.

**Statistical analyses**

Unless otherwise stated, all statistical analyses were performed using R (version 2.15.3). Box plots in all figure plots indicate median and first
and third quartiles. Lower and upper whiskers extend to 1.5× the interquartile range (IQR) from the first and third quartiles, respectively. Notches, where present, extend 1.57 × IQR/√n. Sample size depended on the ease of preparation and was larger for L1 animals that were treated, imaged, and analyzed in bulk, in contrast to adult animals that were picked manually under a dissecting scope before imaging, resulting in a relatively smaller sample size. No animals were excluded from the analysis. No blinding or randomization was used.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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